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there my revered master, M. Charles Gide* I was going to
say my old master, but he is younger than all his pupils,
as he has just shown us by making, without fatigue, such
a long journey as that to Palestine, of which he has been
speaking. It is a delight to me to express, whenever I
have the opportunity, not only my personal gratitude, but
that of all his pupils, first for the teaching which he gave,
but also for the example of a life entirely devoted to the
propagation of the idea of solidarity and to the defence
of co-operation,"
In the general reply which he made to the delegates
who had spoken, Charles Gide said: "I thank M. Tardy
for the kind things which he has been good enough to
say about me. It is certainly the best reward to an old
professor to think that he is leaving behind him, I will
not say such pupils, but such successors."
It is then, for his old pupils, drawing their inspiration
from his ideas and his example, to contribute as far as
they are able to the development of co-operation in all
its forms.
The results attained in agriculture in less than fifty
years give good measure of encouragement. There are
at the present moment more than 12,000 agricultural
syndicates, the greater number of which undertake
co-operative purchase; more than 27,000 agricultural
mutual societies—the number increases daily—are en-
gaged in co-operative insurance. There are more than
6,000 co-operative producing, processing and marketing
societies, and about 6,000 agricultural mutual credit
banks. It is true that these institutions yere founded by
men of various points of view, some actually opposed to
one another, several of whom did not share on certain
points the ideas of Charles Gide. But, as a whole, all
these institutions are inspired by those co-operative
principles which found a place in the law of August 5,
1920, on Credit and Agricultural Co-operation, and they,
all have as their result the grouping of agriculturists m
institutions for mutual help, in which profits are not
divided merely in relation to capital invested, and where

